INTRODUCTION
Last 10-15 years it's become absolutely clear that software and hardware cybersecurity systems are very significant for of any information system operability assurance. Modern equipment in any branch of industry, transport, etc. became much more automated, complex and expensive, supporting of business processes become much more intelligent, software become much more complex and sophisticated, data flows in corporative networks (inside separate networks and between territorially distributed subdivisions in different cities, countries and even continents) and industrial networks become enormous and still growing. Idle time of equipment, facility, information system, etc. leads to huge financial losses and these values are growing as well. For example, idle time at waterside (arrival and departure), constitute 38 per cent of the total port stay for a container ship, which cost billions of USD per year to the shipping lines [1] . So the best situation is when any complex equipment will be fully loaded 24 hours per day. Different kinds of cyberattacks or malicious software intrusion may be a reason of such problems, and implementation of firewalls for defence of information systems may significantly reduce these risks. For instance, ransomware attacks on Maersk's operations in June 2017 took nearly a month to recover and approximate losses were about USD 250 Millions [2] . In 2018 hackers attacked successfully Maersk again [3] , and also were successfully attacked Cosco [4] , ports of San Diego [5] and Barcelona [6, 7] . Thus different approaches on cybersecurity providing are highly necessary, and one of these approaches is different types of firewalls application. Firewall (FW) have to control access between trusted and untrusted (internal/external) networks using beforehand created rules. FW may be a hardware (physical device, installed between the external and internal networks; more expensive but much more productive), software (protects a single computer; will not analyzed below) that is used to prevent unauthorized program or users from untrusted network from accessing a private network or a single computer. All data from external network have to pass through the FW, which analyzes them for specified beforehand security criteria. FW is necessary to protect network in general, its separate resources from users or devices which have no corresponding rights and from malicious users and accidents that originate outside of our network.
At shaping FWs application services strategy it's necessary to understand deeply the application architectures of company. Mostly application services are network and security services (often referred to as Open System Interconnection (OSI) model levels 4-7 services or application delivery services), and also availability, performance, security, and identity and access management. Typical application services include north-south and east-west load balancing, web application firewalls, DDoS prevention/protection, application analytics/monitoring, SSL instantiation and termination.
FW can stop hackers from computer accessing; protect personal information; block "pop up" ads, invalid packets and cookies; determine which programs can access the internet. Personal FW can't prevent e-mail viruses. FW requires periodic updates to the rule sets and the software itself. In June/July 2017 have been appeared next reports (Magic Quadrants) of Gartner ( Fig. 1 
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The FW is very important component for modern network security. Main types of FWs are stateless and stateful FWs, transparent FWs, FWs at various levels of the network reference architectures, FWs with deep packet inspection (DPI), FWs with intrusion detection features. In addition, FWs are necessary to restrict communication to the desired patterns and communication relationships at other parts of the network. But FWs can also enlarge transmission latency and reduce network throughput, the use of a dedicated FW is not always possible. In such cases, professional network switches can also use less powerful stateless filtering rules. These rules are usually not referred to as FW rules, but to access control lists (ACL). ACLs are suited for situations when rapid filtering must take place within a network. Thus it's necessary to make optimal choice.
1.
Packet filter FWs analyze each packet, entering or leaving the network, and accept or reject it, using beforehand defined rules. Packet filtering is quite effective and transparent to users, but it's difficult to configure, and it's vulnerable to IP-addresses spoofing.
2.
In application gateway FWs remote host or network communicates only with proxy server, which is responsible for hiding the details of the internal network. Users work with TCP/IP applications. This is very effective but can be reason of performance decreasing.
3.
Circuit level gateway works at the session layer of the OSI model. It's standalone system or a specialized application. It does not permit an end to end TCP connection and creates two TCP connections. A typical use of the circuit level gateway is a situation, when network administrator trusts the internal users. FW can be configured to support application level or proxy service on incoming connections and circuit level functions for out coming connections.
Stateless FWs. Communications between devices may have some states.
Communication is usually initiated in 1st phase, data exchange is performed in 2nd phase, the connection is ended in 3rd phase. Stateless FWs can't react to the state of a connection nor differentiate between the various phases. Thus, it can only be determined that individual devices or applications may communicate with one another. But it can't be determined whether the participants conduct the communication according to the normal procedure. So, the FW cannot recognize or prevent any attacks resulting from anomalous protocol behaviour. Especially vulnerable devices with minimal self defence are put at risk by denial of service (DoS) attack, by which device communication interface is specially flooded and overloaded with forged or mistaken communication requests.
5.
Stateful FWs. In contrast to stateless, stateful FWs can monitor the communication process of the participants and thus use the behaviour of the partners during essential communications operations, such as the initiation or termination of the connection, as the foundation for the packet filtering. Thus, attacks which attempt to communicate over connections already made can be recognized and prevented. Equally, attacks which use a known faulty connection in order to load and overload a system can be prevented. These FWs have high level of defence, may work at all 7 levels of OSI model, transparent for applications, have quite good performance and scalability. In the same time cost is also quite high. DPI FWs is subtype of stateful FWs. Stateful FW typically examines the packets in the network as deep as the header at the beginning of the packet, because it contains the information used by FW for communication state determining and monitoring. DPI also allows examination beyond the communication header all the way to the packet payload. Thus highly specialized attacks, hidden deep in the communication flow, can be discovered. DPI FWs are often implemented as additional components of a stateful packet inspection FW only for certain protocols and application purposes. DPI FW offers a high level of security, but it demands a great amount of FW computing power. It also requires a sophisticated configuration interface in order to command the complexity of it. As the result DPI FWs are applied only at certain points in the network. At that location they create a significantly stronger communications security.
6. Packet filter, screening filter. This type has following positive sides: low cost, transparency for application, high performance. But possibilities of analysis are restricted (up to 4th OSI model level), level of defence is low and may be easily bypassed; settings FW and monitoring parameters are complex.
Proxy (application layer gateway)
. This type has following positive sides: high level of defence, working at all 7 levels of OSI model, possibilities of web filtering, e-mail checking. Negative sides: number of supported protocols is restricted, absence of transparency (it's necessary to specify at client computers proxy server address); duplicating of connections number; low performance; high requirements to proxy server productivity, bad scalability.
Additionally, to traffic filtering FWs may include content filtering, static or dynamic network addresses translation (NAT), virtual private networks (VPN) organization (site to site, point to point, point to site), intrusion detection systems (IDS), Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) organization. For traffic defense may be applied following protocols: IPSec (IP Security), Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), Open VPN, etc., which use algorithms DES (56 bit key encryption) Data Encryption Standard, Triple Data Encryption Algorithm 3DES TDES Triple (168 bits key encryption), Advanced Encryption Standard AES (128/192/256 bits key encryption). AES is newest and realized by Intel company in Core i7 processors. For execution of most of these functions high processing power is necessary. That's why it's reasonable to prefer special hardware FW solutions or in some cases application of separate stand alone computers with high productive central processors.
It's possible to highlight following criteria of FW choosing.
1.
Functionality and supported functions in three main subsets: firewall/intrusion prevention system (IPS) / VPN gateway, secure Web gateway security (URL filtering, Web antivirus) and messaging security (anti-spam, mail antivirus) and also NAT, VPN, base routing system, WAN-technologies supporting, etc.
2.
Number and types of necessary interfaces (DMZ, modem pools, etc.).
3.
Possibilities of integration with existing equipment and software, communications between wireless and wired networks, possibilities of FW integration directly to the wireless access point.
4.
Total cost of ownership (price, expenses for additional training of network administrator and his salary, technical support, licenses, expenses for two typical FW management tasks [10, 11] : the integration of a new FW in an existing network and the management of multiple FWs with network management tools) [Ismail, 12, Mohan, 13] .
5.
Presence of actual in close future functions: Firewall as a Service, working with private and public clouds, close integration with IaaS platforms (Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure), Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASB) using, outgoing Transport Layer Security (TLS) inspection, Multi tiered DMZs, solutions for SaaS security, growing sophistication and more close integration of Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems.
Installation of new FW in existing network is pretty complex task. If FW is configured liberally, the network traffic will pass without problems, but FW will not be significant obstacle for hacker. If FW is configured too restrictively, it blocks hacker's activity, but also slows down network traffic. It's important to configure the FW to permit the desired communication and to prevent the undesirable traffic in the same time. Without a complete view of all communication relationships, the integration of a FW in an existing network is far from easy. High end FW may work in analysis mode when it analyzes the relationships between devices in a network during a freely specified learning stage. The FW records all data exchanges between network devices without any restrictions. As a result an administrator can detect desired or undesired communication relationships quickly and easily and create a custom configuration of the FW partly or fully automatically. It saves time and enables a functional and secure configuration without time losses and failures.
The use of multi level FW application model is very important aspect of the defence in depth. If an attacker has overcome an initial obstacle, additional FWs with more sophisticated rules can prevent further penetration. The use of multiple FWs requires additional management and configuration of these devices. Without a powerful software management tool this task is very time-consuming and may be additional reason for faults and errors. That's why it's very important that the FWs can be managed and monitored centrally by software network management tools. This approach will allow to implement standard configurations quickly on newly installed FWs, as well as making changes to the configuration. If all FWs must be configured individually, a lot of parameters must be manually entered on each FW. With software network management tool this task may be simultaneously, quickly and reliably performed for all FWs at once.
In maritime branch it's necessary to use satellite technologies to provide data exchange between the ship and land office. FW must be installed between ship's network and external network in general and Internet particularly. Most popular satellite technologies in maritime branch are Inmarsat and in last decade also VSAT.
Inmarsat provides Mobile Packet Data Service (MPDS), Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN), Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and low cost voice telephony.
Real-time telemetry, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and messaging applications may be provided as well. Also 64 kbps ISDN connectivity, enabling high-speed data transfer and high quality voice, fax and video, a 3.1 kHz audio channel for the connection of analogue devices as well as low cost "Inmarsat mini M" voice telephony and fax and 128 kbps ISDN service are available. Much more modern VSAT based technologies provide multiple service options starting at 32 kbps, broadband, two-way SCADA data exchange through IP or serial interface for entire ship network. VSAT products family offers new embedded technologies including acceleration, built-in accelerated VPN, advanced QoS, high inbound bit rates, advanced encryption, improved access scheme and modulations resulting in maximum bandwidth efficiency and performance from satellite network.
Maritime operators realize VSAT possibilities by proposing higher throughput services. As a result installed number of equipment is actively growing. VSAT data rates in some segments increased from 10 Mbps in 2007 to 100 Mbps in 2013, largely driven by streaming video and bandwidth-intensive business applications. [ Comsys 14] . On some ships a multi-band and multi-orbit VSAT service also provided. It worked with Intelsat, SES and Telesat satellite operators for the satellite coverage and delivers super-fast broadband service, peaked at 3.1 Gbps [15] . Fig. 3 presents scheme of data exchange between land office network (Internet) and computerized subsystems on board a ship (office and industrial networks) with satellites using. In complex distributed structures (separate local area networks (LAN) in remote subdivisions or big complex campus network), among others in maritime branch, it makes sense installing of several FWs (Fig. 4) for each subdivision or workgroup as defence facility from internal attacks. Centralized FW is based on a perimeter defence model assuming attacks from outside a network. But this model fails if an attack comes from inside the network (users can connect to an internal network using wireless access, VPN tunnels, etc.). Traditional FWs typically can't effectively deal with such attacks, but a distributed FW adds one more defence layer. Also growing of internet access speeds and appearance of new complex protocols, that FWs must analyze, causes that stand alone FW may become congestion point. Distributed FWs help solve this problem by using processing power in different network points. A distributed FW is security software application, which protects the entire network and must be installed additionally to traditional FWs. Distributed FWs have following standard set of capabilities.
1.
Centralized management and reporting: configuration with "push out" security policies.
2.
Fine-Grained Access Control: standard FWs cannot readily accommodate without greatly increasing their complexity and processing requirements.
3.
All FWs have the ability to set security policies to allow or deny access, depending on determined criteria. Distributed FWs usually also have features that guarantee the integrity of the policy during transfer.
4.
Distributed FWs typically support "pull" and "push" distribution methods: pinging the central management server to check whether it's in working conditions, then requesting its policies, and the last step is ensuring that the hosts always have updated policies at all times. 
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Firewall n-1 Traditional physical and virtual FWs have started to hinder assurances of modular protection in modern network environments. Distributed FWs can work as additional fix for some new problems that arise when dealing with the challenges of maintaining a secure network in a business environment. Distributed FWs allow to maintain internal and external security with the theoretically limitless expansion properties.
Let (Cmp, Ces, Cpn, Ctp, Css) is vector of FW characteristics (any model; any manufacturer): Cmp is number of monitored ports, Ces is number of expansion slots, Cpn is maximum number of protected nodes, Ctp is maximum throughput (Gbit/s), Css is internal storage subsystem (GBytes). Then (Cmpi, Cesi, Cpni, Ctpi, Cssi) is vector of FW characteristics for one of model (number i) of any manufacturer (quantity z of models in device line has to be defined by manufacturer). Then (Cmpil, Cesil, Cpnil, Ctpil, Cssil) is vector of FW characteristics for one of model (number i) of manufacturer number l (quantity z of models in device line has to be defined by manufacturer).
Let (P1k, P2k, …, Pnk, …, P(z-1)k, Pzk) is vector of FW prices (manufacturer k, number of devices z). In the case when price factor is dominant and expenses for FW purchase are restricted, it's possible to choose some different models (more than 1) from device lines of different manufacturers ( fig. 5 ). In this case will suppose that FW models of any manufacturer sorted by descending (model with the best characteristics will be placed on the top of device line, having number 1, but the price in this case will be maximum). Unfortunately, this particular approach, when expenses are restricted, is dominant in most cases. Very often it leads to wrong decision taking, discrepancy between FW characteristics and needs of concrete task at information system defense, and necessity of additional expenses, time wasting and specialists retraining. where Vinpk -volume of data, transferring to ship network (information system) from inumber local or remote user; Binpk -data transfer network bandwidth, demanded for data transferring from i-number user; Voutk -volume of data, transferring to ship network (information system) from i-number local or remote user; Boutk -data transfer network bandwidth, demanded for data transferring from i-number user.
From the technical point of view Vinpk is data volume, generated by control commands, and Binpk is bandwidth, necessary for control commands transferring. Voutk and Boutk, generated by digital devices in ship network (information system), but it's necessary to take into account possible outgoing malicious traffic presence and detection of possible problems with FW settings. 
... ... Situation is possible, when some same type devices transfer identical data volumes to local or cloud control computational system and create identical network segment or channel loading. In this case volume of transferring data Vf and minimal demanding network segment or Internet channel bandwidth Bf it's possible to count using following formulas:
where ki -number of same type devices of i-type, which generate identical volume of data, transferring to local or cloud control computational system, creating similar network loading.
Let in the network structure there are m local digital devices, which transfer data to central control computational system (cloud). In this case volume of data Vfс, transferring to central control computational system and minimal demanding bandwidth Bfс of corresponding network segment or Internet channel are accordingly where Vfk -volume of data, transferring to cloud central control computational system from local digital device number k; Bfk -network bandwidth, demanding for data transfer from digital device number k.
Formulas (1) - (8) allow to calculate volumes of transferring data and necessary bandwidth between ship network and land office and to facilitate choosing of network equipment, firewall and model of cloud services taking into account performance, data transfer rate and cost aspects.
Implementation of one or more local data processing device in ship network (information system) to reduce expenses for cloud system model choosing taking into consideration following parameters: necessary processor(s) productivity, random access memory volume, data store volume and productivity and to minimize expenses for Internet channel rent. Local control computational system may be used if some users use the same network (cloud) service but simultaneously work in the same local network.
Possible also opposite situation, when it's necessary to choose concrete characteristics of FW and concrete manufacturer because of presence of already installed hardware, software, network equipment, compatibility problems, recommendations of equipment manufacturers, prepaid support service and so on.
CONCLUSION
Firewall role as a necessary central element in maritime branch cybersecurity providing is shown. Model on optimal firewalls characteristics choosing with taking into consideration price/productivity ratio is proposed. Mathematical expressions which allow to calculate volumes of transferring data and necessary bandwidth are proposed.
